DEEPKNOWLEDGE™

DISCOVERY

SERVICES
Introducing advanced search
capabilities for uncompromised
learning & research

A state-of-the-art discovery search tool, the DeepKnowledge™ Discovery Service is a comprehensive
e-library integration designed for excellence in research and learning outcomes.
As a holistic e-library resource, it includes every feature that goes behind the making of a successful
e-library platform:
Focused discovery search

A built-in citation matcher

The best link resolver

Remote access & authentication

A full-functioning library e-resource manager

A fully customizable library portal

An institutional repository

Prompt customer support

KEY FEATURES THAT PROPEL THE ULTIMATE RESEARCH &
LEARNING EXPERIENCE
Massive Central Index

DeepKnowledge™ Discovery’s central index is focused on scientific research materials from leading
publishers and aggregators that are renowned for their high quality and reliable-peer reviewed
literature (including curated content).

Unique Search Algorithm

Its best in practice search algorithm retrieves the most targeted and relevant search results, thereby
discarding any “noise” results that usually get in the way. This enhances the search efficacy and
ensures the ultimate user experience.

Content Agnostic Discovery Service

DeepKnowledge™ gives paramount importance to the quality of content it indexes, thereby supporting
superior learning.
The content that ranks high on its search is the most authoritative one, uninfluenced nor skewed
towards any specific publisher – ensuring no compromises.

Link Resolver

The Link Resolver provides one of the best and deepest article level linking possibilities that are
available in the market today.
It is characterized by utmost consistency and accuracy. Moreover, it is fully OpenURL compliant and
works smoothly with other citation databases as well as Discovery Searches.

For more information on enhancing your research potential using DeepKnowledge™ Discovery
Services contact our Sales Consultant or email support@deepknowledge.io today!

About DeepKnowledge™
DeepKnowledge™ is a user-friendly e-library platform developed by TechKnowledge. Trusted by over
thousands of students, researchers, medical practitioners and library patrons worldwide, the portal
renders efficient control to manage libraries, while extending the most authoritative electronic
resources and learning solutions.
Packed with powerful features and prompt support facility, the cost-effective SaaS solution
incorporates leading technology to deliver flexible e-library management and hosting solutions. While
the e-library solution supports detailed personalization, it can be setup with great agility, leaving no
technical hassles of software maintenance to the library management.

For more information please contact us at
www.deepknowledge.io | support@deepknowledge.io

